
A more inclusive MetaMask

Next steps for inclusion, positive social impact, 
and a more delightful experience within MetaMask.



Background

MetaMask Vision
MetaMask's vision is to “democratize access to the decentralized 
web”. Some of the core values of MetaMask are 

● Inclusion
● Positive social impact
● A delightful user experience. 

ConsenSys has the vision to help build an equitable society.



Background

Organic growth in emerging markets
In July 2020, the MetaMask mobile app began seeing fast organic growth 
happening outside of western markets. We wanted to better understand:

1) How is MetaMask being used in emerging economies?
2) Who are these users? 
3) What are their use-cases?
4) How do socioeconomic-political contexts relate to their user needs?



Emerging Impact research collaboration

+

To answer these questions, we kicked off a User Research collaboration 
with Emerging Impact team (founded by ex-ConsenSys leads of 
Blockchain for Social Impact group)
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Next steps

What this research means for MetaMask?
Based on the findings from the research and discussions and prioritization 
among the MetaMask team, we’ve identified some actionable priorities to 
make MetaMask more inclusive:

● Reduce financial barriers
● Global experience
● Crypto literacy & confidence



Reduce financial barriers 

1. Reduce pains of high gas fee 
a. Improve custom network support and user experience for L2s
b. Improve gas fee predictability

2. Improve MetaMask for low-connectivity and low-storage devices

Reduce financial barriers



Global experience

1. Extend on-ramp support
2. Improve and expand translations

Global experience



Crypto literacy & confidence
1. Provide safety and risk information users in-app

a. Secure UX - transparency & info to make safer user experiences
b. Safety information around networks, tokens, sites
c. Phishing detection

2. Community & customer support

Crypto literacy and confidence



Future

How will we continue to prioritize needs of 
a diverse user group?

1. Diverse builder communities
2. Continue user research with diverse user groups
3. Accessible UI design


